You Make It

Introduction
Award-winning You Make It
empowers young, working
class, racially minoritised
women through high impact
programmes that give them
access to the confidence,
networks, tools and experiences
needed to claim a right to their
city and the lives they deserve.

Our mission

Our mission is to transform the
lives of marginalised young
women.
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The problem
Nationally, young women’s
unemployment is at its highest
since 2016, and Black and Asian
women are twice as likely to be
unemployed as their white peers.
Racially minoritised women are
often wrongly overlooked, but
their hard lived experiences
show huge reserves of strength,
resilience and resourcefulness,
amazing attributes to have in
the world of work and business.
We exist so that our women and
others recognise their potential.
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The solution
We deliver 4 month long holistic empowerment programmes that transform the lives of
young, underprivileged women. We place the individual and their self esteem at the heart of
everything we do.
Our women access:
1-1 therapy,
pastoral care and
literacy support.

1-1 weekly mentoring with
trained professionals, well
established in their sectors.
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Inspirational workshops
and guest speaker talks led
by people who’ve been
there and done it.

Access to a range of
wellbeing activities including
yoga, mindfulness and
cooking classes.

Tailored work placements that
match their real interests.

Graduation, whereby women
make powerful and confident
statements about who they are,
what they’ve achieved and will
continue to.

Our workshops
Our weekly workshops give our women the space and support to work on themselves from
the inside out, so they can grow their confidence, build their vision and boost their skills to
help them get ahead in life.
All of our workshops are led by experts:
A leading business coach
helps our women turn a
business plan from an idea
into a reality.

The LinkedIn team show
our women how to showcase
their skills effectively online.

A Harley Street nutritionist
works with our women on
fuelling their bodies and
looking after their wellbeing.

The Head of Talent at a leading
creative agency teaches our
women how to understand and
promote their personal brand.

A spoken word artist helps
our women to become more
confident communicators.

A mental resilience coach
shows our women some tips
and tools to help them cope
with life’s challenges.
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Results
We have a 10 year track record
of delivering results. We have
transformed the lives of
400 women; and our programme
delivers a 570% return on
investment (savings on benefits
and healthcare, and increases in
wages).
Retention rates on our
programmes are 90%, and to date
83% of our graduates are in paid
employment that they actually
want, have returned to formal
education linked to long-term
career aims, or work on their own
start ups.
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Case study:
Michaela
Unemployed and from
a working class, racially
minoritised background,
Michaela joined YMI soon
after being diagnosed with an
inoperable brain tumour.
She had already been suffering
from depression since the age
of 12, after growing up in an
abusive environment.*

Michaela recalls that the interview with YMI “felt more like a
conversation about what I wanted from life and how I felt.”
Further, mentoring allowed her “to develop a relationship with someone
from a different background who came at things from a different angle.”
She felt workshops structured her week, critical when her health felt
chaotic, and that “therapy gave me the courage to face my shorter life
expectancy.”
Through YMI and her newfound confidence and zest for life, Michaela
got a freelance position with a large museum over many others with
degrees.
She said, “I realised then that if I could get into one room, then I was
going to make sure I got into the one after that, and then the one after
that too.”
Michaela now works at the UK’s largest race equalities think tank and is
an ambassador for a leading LGBT rights organisation.

* This case study is typical of the kinds of
women we work with in terms of personal
struggles and the impact our intervention has
on them.
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In an interview for Prospect magazine about YMI, she said
“it breathes life into women who others have left by the roadside.”

Our story

• CEO, Asma Shah, founded YMI in 2011
from her kitchen table.
• Though she’d worked in management
positions within national organisations,
her class background and race meant she
was often undervalued and didn’t fit in.
• She wanted to do something to help
young women overcome similar struggles,
a passion that had led to the continued
development of the charity.

Our team

• Together with a team of 3 others, YMI
have a huge skillset of partnership
building, fundraising, young people
empowerment and programme
development and delivery experience.
• It is governed by a board of trustees with
financial, legal, business, third sector and
PR expertise.
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Support us
If you’d like to be part of our truly
life changing work, you can do
so by referrring young women
to us, offering in-kind and cash
donations to the charity, becoming
mentors, or volunteering your time
as workshop leaders.
Please contact our Programmes
Manager, Luca Hussain by
emailing luca@you-make-it.org
for more information.
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